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Guide to Contributors

Southeast Asian Social Science Review (SEASSR) is a peer-reviewed 
journal dedicated to the advancement of critical scholarship in the 
field of social sciences and humanities. While its empirical focus is 
on Malaysia and Southeast Asia, the journal welcomes papers on 
social sciences and humanities in general as well as those that adopt 
an interdisciplinary or even transdisciplinary perspective. SEASSR 
is jointly published by the Malaysian Social Science Association 
(PSSM) and the Institute of Malaysian and International Studies 
(IKMAS) Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, two leading social science 
institutions in Malaysia and Southeast Asia. Its editorial team consists 
of social science scholars from various universities in Malaysia 
with a team of renowned senior scholars who sit as members of the 
international advisory board. 

SEASSR publishes articles, book reviews, conference reports, 
research notes, interviews, communications, think pieces or 
commentaries that can contribute towards scholarly debate on various 
issues of interest to a wide range of scholars and readers.

Publication Ethics 

The journal publishes manuscripts written both in English and 
the Malay language. Manuscripts submitted for publication must 
be original contributions. They should not have been previously 
published or under consideration by any other publisher. Only under 
special circumstances will the Editorial Board consider republishing 
specific papers already published elsewhere (with due copyright 
permission) if such papers are deemed worthy of wider circulation, 
and at the request of the author. 

SEASSR upholds high ethical standards and expects all 
contributors to do the same. All sources for data, ideas, quotes, etc. 
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must be made transparent and properly cited. 
Sources of funding for the article (if any) should also be 

acknowledged at the end of the manuscript. 
In order to promote quality scholarship, SEASSR encourages 

single authorship as the standard practice, but recognises that joint 
authorship is also permissible. However, each manuscript should not 
have more than three authors, arranged in order of their contribution. 
Others who may contribute ideas or information to the manuscript 
can claim authorship only if they actively co-write the manuscript, 
otherwise their contribution should only be recognised in the 
acknowledgments.

Authors/contributors must consciously check their manuscript 
before submission to ensure its accuracy, objectivity, originality and 
integrity, and remove any traces of plagiarism.

Submission of Manuscript

Manuscripts for submission should be typed double spacing using 
Times New Roman font size 12, and sent by email to the chief editor 
at the following address: editorialassist@seassr.com. 

The manuscript should have the name(s) and affiliation of the 
authors) or contributor(s), their contact and email addresses, and a 
short biographical note. While the manuscript is under consideration, 
the contributor(s) should inform of any change in address or 
affiliation. To ensure confidentiality, the name and affiliation of 
the contributor(s) should appear on a separate cover page of the 
manuscript for purposes of the review (see below).

In case the manuscript has more than one author, it must indicate 
the name and email address of the corresponding author. 

Format and House Style

Articles should normally be between 6,000-8,000 words in length 
(including Notes/References). Research notes, book reviews, 
conference reports, communications, think pieces, and commentaries 
should not be longer than 4,000 words. Only in certain situations, 
research notes will be allowed to exceed 4000 words but must not be 
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more than 6,000 words. 
The title of a manuscript should be clear, concise and catchy. 

The manuscript must have an abstract of not more than 200 words, 
followed by five Keywords. Manuscripts in Malay should have an 
abstract in both Malay and English. 

All illustrations, such as tables, figures, charts and graphs, should 
be serially numbered and appropriately labelled, and provided on 
separate pages from the text. Please indicate clearly in the text where 
the illustrations should appear. 

The house style of SEASSR is based on the Chicago Manual of 
Style with minor modifications. Contributors must use the author-
date system for references, that is, by denoting the name(s) of 
author(s) with the year of publication in parenthesis. Reference 
list should be included at the end of the manuscript arranged in 
alphabetical order. All references cited in the text must be complete 
and appear in the reference list. Contributors must ensure the 
accuracy of all information in the references and ensure consistency 
of style throughout the manuscript. Footnotes maybe used but only 
when very necessary, and should appear as endnotes at the end of the 
manuscript. 

Author date citation in text

(Wang 2005) 
(Zawawi 2012: 165-200)
(Tomayo et al. 2012)
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SEASSR’s Visibility and DOI Licensing Policy

As part of the effort to promote greater accessibility and visibility of 
the  journal and its contents internationally, the SEASSR management 
has signed an agreement in April 2022 with the Taiwan-based  Airiti 
DOI Registration Agency. Under the agreement, Airiti will provide 
a DOI (Digital Object Identifier) for every article in SEASSR from 
its founding issue Volume 1(1) in July-December 2016 until the 
agreement expires.  

The relevant section of the agreement that relates to SEASSR as 
Licensor and to Contributors as Authors states that:

(1) “The Licensor [SEASSR] shall specify a copyright license 
policy in the Licensors guidelines for the authors of the 
Publications of the Licensor.”

(2) The license policy stipulates that the author(s) grants to 
SEASSR as the Licensor 

 “….the license to use, copy, edit, adapt, reproduce, sell and/
or distribute reproductions of, display, publicly perform, 
make available, communicate and distribute Content (in 
whole or part) and/or to incorporate it in other works in any 
form, media, or technology now known or later developed 
capable of sub-license to other entities.” 

(3) “Airiti retains the right to remove the Content from 
Products/Services in the event of the copyright owner 
claiming copyright infringement by the Licensor.”

Contributors to SEASSR shall grant SEASSR as the Licensor the 
right as stated in para (2) above.  They should also take note of para 
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(3) that stipulates Airiti retaining the right to remove the article from 
the DOI services in case of infringement of the copyright by the 
contributor(s) which implicate SEASSR. 

Copyright

The contributor must ensure that his/her manuscript does not 
infringe any copyright laws, and must indemnify the editors and 
publisher against any copyright infringement. It is the responsibility 
of the contributor to obtain permission to use copyrighted material 
and provide such evidence upon submitting the manuscript.

Review Process and Proof-reading

Every manuscript will undergo a blind review process and the reviewers’ 
comments will be communicated to the contributor(s) once available. 
The contributor should revise based on the reviewers’ comments. The 
editorial board, however, reserves the right to make the final decision on 
the status of the manuscript with regard to publication. 

Authors whose manuscripts have been accepted for publication 
will need to read the proof once ready. 




